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Outline for Today
Basic Visualization and Graphing Tasks

Scatter Plots

Histograms

Bar Plots

Line Plots

Heatmaps



Data Visualization: ggplot in R
Another R library like caret

This library gives us visualization functions

Generates beautiful, publication-ready graphs



ggplot2 is based on the grammar of graphics

The idea that you can build every graph from the same few components:

a data set, a set of geoms—visual marks that represent data points

and a coordinate system



ggplot2 in R: A Data Visualization Library
To display data values, map variables in the data set to aesthetic properties of the 
geom like size, color, and x and y location.

https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ggplot2-cheatsheet.pdf

https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ggplot2-cheatsheet.pdf
https://www.rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ggplot2-cheatsheet.pdf


Given a “cars.csv” with columns with various attributes of the car

The data was extracted from the 1974 Motor Trend US magazine, and comprises 
fuel consumption and 10 aspects of automobile design and performance for 32 
automobiles (1973–74 models).

Create a simple scatter Plot the “horsepower” against “miles per gallon”.

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance



Okay - after looking at the dataset, we’ll find that it has these columns..

mpg: Miles/(US) gallon
cyl: Number of cylinders
disp: Displacement (cu.in.)
hp: Gross horsepower
drat: Rear axle ratio
wt: Weight (1000 lbs)
qsec: 1/4 mile time
vs: V/S
am: Transmission (0 = automatic, 1 = manual)
gear: Number of forward gears
carb: Number of carburetors

Examining the Motor Car Data set 



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)

Let’s load the data into R using read.
csv



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)

plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1] y=data[,4])  )

Now use the plot function



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)

plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1] y=data[,4])  )

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)

plot + geom_point()

Specify the type of graph



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

There are some 
improvements we could 
make.

What about labelling 
axes?



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4])  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”)

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)
plot + geom_point()

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Put the labels on the graph using the 
“labs” function

Make sure to do this before plotting



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Looks good! ✓



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
Nice work; That looks pretty good.

Scatter plots can visualize additional attributes of data.

Using color and size of our data points.

Let’s first overlay the type of car: “transmission” or “automatic” as the color



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4], color=data[,9])  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”)

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)
plot + geom_point()

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Put the labels on the graph using the 
“labs” function

Make sure to do this before plotting



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Wait - why  is 
data[,9] 
between 0.00 
and 1.00?



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

It’s a categorical value but R thinks its a 
continuous value

A car can only be either:
“automatic”: 1
“not automatic”: 0



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4], color=factor(data[,9]) )  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”)

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)
plot + geom_point()

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

factor tells R that this is a categorical 
variable



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Perhaps we could 
update this as well



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4], color=factor(data[,9], labels = c
("Three", "Four", "Five")) )  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”, color=”Automatic”)

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)
plot + geom_point()

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Let’s pass in color ot the labs

This is the title of the legend



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4], color=factor(data[,9]), labels=c
(“Yes”, “No”) )  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”, color=”Automatic”)

# Plot a scatter plot (i.e. geometric points)
plot + geom_point()

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Now let’s add the labels of the 
legend.

We need to pass this into the factor



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Looks good! ✓



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
We can overlay another attribute of the dataset using size

Let’s now overlay “qsec” on each data point using size

“qsec” is the number of seconds it takes to reach speed of 60



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

    Qsec is the 7th column in our dataset



library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4],
                                      color=factor(data[,9]), labels=c(“Yes”, “No”) ),
                                      size=data[, 7]  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”,
                              color=”Automatic”, size=”QSec Time”)

...

Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
To do this, we need to 
add the size parameter



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance

Looks good! ✓



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
Do not run factor on continuous attributes

R will think that each value is a possible category





Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
Okay - we visualized four attributes in a scatter plot

We can include one more attribute using the “shape” parameter.

That is, we can change the data point to a triangle, square

Using shapes only works when the overlaid attribute is categorical



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
Let’s overlay the number of gears as shapes

    Gears is the 10th column in our dataset



Task: Scatter Plotting Car Performance
To do this, we need to 
add the shape parameter

library(ggplot2)
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)
plot = ggplot(data,  aes(x=data[,1], y=data[,4],
                                      color=factor(data[,9]), labels=c(“Yes”, “No”) ),
                                      size=data[, 7],
                                      shape=factor(data[, 10])  )

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(title = "HP versus MPH", x= ”HP”, “MPH”,
                              color=”Automatic”, size=”QSec Time”, shape=”Gear Count”)

...



Looks good! ✓



Scatter Plots: Summary

X, Y → Continuous

Shape → Categorical

Size → Either Continuous or Categorical

Colour → Either Continuous or Categorical

We can visualize more than 2 
attributes on a scatter plot 



Scatter Plot Matrices: Matrix of Scatter Plots

We can visualize each variable against each other variable

This way we can quickly see correlations

Make a scatter plot with 
every two columns



Scatter Plot Matrices: Matrix of Scatter Plots
data = read.csv(“cars.csv”)

pairs(data[,1:9])

This “pairs”function is built-in R and 
does not need ggplot2

This will visualize scatter plots 
between every pair in the 9 columns





Weight is 
inversely 
correlated 
with speed

Makes sense.

Lighter cars go 
faster



Task: Histograms
Use histograms to visualize distribution of possible values



Task: Visualize heights of NBA Players
Let’s use a histogram to do this

6.7 ft

5.3 ft

7.4 ft



Follow up: Visualize the heights for players in NBA

Our data looks like this



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

data = read.csv("players.csv")

Load Up the Dataset



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

Load ggplot2

(Our visualization library)



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

plot = ggplot(data, aes(x=data[,7]))

Height is on the 7th 
column



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

plot = ggplot(data, aes(x=data[,7]))

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=.5) “geom_histogram” will 
create the histogram



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

plot = ggplot(data, aes(x=data[,7]))

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=3)
binwidth specifies the 
width of the histogram



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

plot = ggplot(data, aes(x=data[,7]))

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=0.5)
Let’s change binwidth to 
something smaller



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

Looks pretty good!

Let’s change the labels 
now



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

plot = ggplot(data, aes(x=data[,7]))

# Put labels on our plot
plot = plot + labs(x= ”Heights”, title=”NBA Player heights”)

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=0.5)

Let’s use the same 
“labs” function to 
specify labels



Looks good! ✓



Task: Visualize Height Distributions for “Warriors” Team 
Only
We can use a “for loop” on each player

Check if the player is on “Warriors” Team

Put all of those in a new data frame

Then run histogram on that data frame



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

warriors = data.frame(height=numeric())

Create an empty 
data frame



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

warriors = data.frame(height=numeric())

for (count in 1: nrow(data)){

}

Go through each 
player



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

library(ggplot2)

data = read.csv("players.csv")

warriors = data.frame(height=numeric())

for (count in 1: nrow(data)){

player_height = data[count,7] 

player_team = data[count, 3]

} Collect attributes of 
each player



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

…
warriors = data.frame(height=numeric())

for (count in 1: nrow(data)){

player_height = data[count,7] 
player_team = data[count, 3]

if (player_team == “Warriors”){

}

}

Does he play on 
Warriors?



Task: Visualizing height distribution among all NBA’ers

…
warriors = data.frame(height=numeric())

for (count in 1: nrow(data)){

player_height = data[count,7] 
player_team = data[count, 3]

if (player_team == “Warriors”){
new_player = data.frame(height=player_height)
warriors = rbind(warriors, new_player)

}

}

If so - let’s add it to 
the data frame



warriors = rbind(warriors, new_player)
}

}

…

plot = ggplot(warriors, aes(x=warriors[,1]))
plot = plot + labs(x= ”Heights”, title=”Warriors heights”)

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=0.5)
Use the same 
plotting functions
we saw



Looks good! ✓



Don’t like “For loops”? Subset function works too!
# Load the data.

data = read.csv("players.csv")

warriors = subset(data, Team == "Warriors")

plot = ggplot(warriors, aes(x=warriors[,7])) + geom_histogram(binwidth=0.5)

plot = plot + labs(x= "Heights", title="Warriors heights")

plot + geom_histogram(binwidth=0.5)
Just put the 
conditional inside 
the function



Histograms: Summary

Used to visualize the distribution of frequencies of single attribute



Bar Graphs
Allows us to graph a continuous value against categorical ones



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players
Bargraphs



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players
# Load the data.

data = read.csv("players.csv")

five_players = data[1:5,]

Let’s just get the 
first five players in 
this dataset



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players
library(ggplot2)
# Load the data.

data = read.csv("players.csv")

five_players = data[1:5,]

plot = ggplot(five_players, aes(x=five_players[,1], y=five_players[,7]))

plot = plot + labs(x= "Heights", title="Warriors heights")

plot + geom_bar(stat="identity")

Now use the ggplot2 
functions



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players
library(ggplot2)
# Load the data.

data = read.csv("players.csv")

five_players = data[1:5,]

plot = ggplot(five_players, aes(x=five_players[,1], y=five_players[,7]))

plot = plot + labs(x= "Name", y=”Height”, title="Heights of 5 Players")

plot + geom_bar(stat="identity")

Only difference here 
is that we use the 
“geom_bar”

“stat” parameter 
specifies the type of 
y value



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players
library(ggplot2)
# Load the data.

data = read.csv("players.csv")

five_players = data[1:5,]

plot = ggplot(five_players, aes(x=five_players[,1], y=five_players[,7]))

plot = plot + labs(x= "Name", y=”Height”, title="Heights of 5 Players")

plot + geom_bar(stat="identity")

Name is on first 
column

Height is on 7th



Task: Let’s visualize the height of 5 players

Looks good! ✓



Line Graphs Graphs

Can visualize trends with one or more curves



Task: Tooth growth visualization  
Visualize the growth of a tooth

Effect of “Vitamin C” on tooth growth of Pigs



Task: Tooth growth visualization  
Let’s Visualize the change of tooth length with respect to time.



Task: Tooth growth visualization  
tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

Load up our data



Task: Tooth growth visualization  
library(ggplot2)

tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

Load up ggplot2



Task: Tooth growth visualization  

library(ggplot2)

tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

plot = ggplot(ToothGrowth, aes(x=tooth_growth[,4], y=tooth_growth[,3]))

plot + geom_line()   

Time is on 4th 
column

Length is on 3rd



Task: Tooth growth visualization  

library(ggplot2)

tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

plot = ggplot(ToothGrowth, aes(x=tooth_growth[,4], y=tooth_growth[,3]))

plot + geom_line()   

Now we’ll use the 
“geom_line” function





Task: Tooth growth visualization  

library(ggplot2)

tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

plot = ggplot(ToothGrowth, aes(x=tooth_growth[,4], y=tooth_growth[,3]))

plot = plot + labs(title=”Tooth Growth”, x=”Time”, y=”Length of Tooth”)

plot + geom_line()   

Let’s add a few labels



Looks good! ✓



Task: Tooth growth visualization  

Can you visualize two plots at the same time?

Can we also visualize the dose type given at each time?

Yes! We’ll just specify the colour again...



Let’s draw two separate plots for supplement type.

Supplement type is on the 1st column



library(ggplot2)

tooth_growth = read.csv("tooth.csv")

plot = ggplot(ToothGrowth, aes(x=tooth_growth[,4], y=tooth_growth[,3]),
colour=tooth_growth[1,])

plot = plot + labs(title=”Tooth Growth”, x=”Time”, y=”Length of Tooth”)

plot + geom_line()   

If we specify colour..

R will know to use 
different coloured line 
plots





Heatmaps
View correlations between categorical variables



Task: Visualize Motor Vehicle Theft against Weekday and Hour

You’ll see how a heatmap can be useful here.



Task: Visualize Motor Vehicle Theft against Weekday and Hour

theft_data = read.csv("theft.csv")

Load up our data



Task: Visualize Motor Vehicle Theft against Weekday and Hour

library(ggplot2)

theft_data = read.csv("theft.csv")

plot = ggplot(theft_data, aes(x = theft_data[,1], y = theft_data[,2]))

plot + geom_tile(aes(fill = theft_data[,3]))

Use the “geom_tile” 
function in ggplot





library(ggplot2)

theft_data = read.csv("theft.csv")

plot = ggplot(theft_data, aes(x = theft_data[,1], y = theft_data[,2]))

plot = plot + labs(title=“Crime by Day”, x=”Weekday”, y=”Hour of Day”)

plot + geom_tile(aes(fill = theft_data[,3]))

Task: Visualize Motor Vehicle Theft against Weekday and Hour

Use the “geom_tile” 
function in ggplot



library(ggplot2)

theft_data = read.csv("theft.csv")

plot = ggplot(theft_data, aes(x = theft_data[,1], y = theft_data[,2]))

plot = plot + labs(title=“Crime by Day”, x=”Weekday”, y=”Hour of Day”)

plot + geom_tile(aes(fill = theft_data[,3]))

Task: Visualize Motor Vehicle Theft against Weekday and Hour

Intensity of the heatmap

Denoted by ‘fill’ in 
geom_tile





That’s all for Today

Let me know if you have any questions for 
Assignment 2

Thanks! 
=)


